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Virtual Conference Form 

Name of Student Teacher: 

Name of Mentor: 

ACE STE Supervisor: 

Contact Details 

Date of contact: 

Phone number: 

Recommended Agenda 
 Check-in status of progress and current responsibilities.
 Review activities:  expectations, observations, evaluations, feedback on the video, lessons.
 Discuss areas of strength and limitations; brainstorm options for improvement, as needed.
 Seek guidance on best practices, appropriate strategies, and professional skills. Ask question.
 Establish performance goals.
 Plan ahead: What needs to be done? What support is required?
 Wrap.  During the final conference, review the Student Teaching Experience, and determine how

it has changed your perspective of teaching.

Conference Notes 


	Student Teacher Name: Nickole Dennis
	Mentor Name: Kyleigh Gast
	ACE STE Supervisor: Marsha Moore
	Date of Contact: 1-16-2020
	Phone Number: 1-574-847-9625
	Conference Notes: Discussed a bit about my particular classroom setting, grade level, and curriculum.Discussed the things that I've already done in the classroom so far.Discussed what child I had chosen for my learner project and what I had in place to further that project and a bit about what I'll need to do each week for that project.Discussed what theme and standards I have chosen for my thematic unit and the fact that if Spring Break should interfere we can change project weeks to accommodate that as needed. We shouldn't run into the Spring Break issue because it will be after the project. My theme is careers and what you want to do when you grow up because the unit will be during career week. The standards we will need to complete for that time will fall nicely into this unit. Discussed CPAST form and its purpose to drive what we are doing during student teaching and what we need to be doing if we notice I haven't had a chance to showcase that skillset yet. We also discussed that this form is used to show areas where I need to improve my teaching.At next conference Kyleigh and Marsha both I believe will give me a midterm rating with the CPAST form because Marsha will have seen a video of my teaching to go off of for the rating. Also discussed that video briefly and Marsha mentioned if we need to break it up into shorter segments because of Kindergarten attention spans that's fine. 


